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PEP11: Minister Pitt do the right thing

The PEP11 exploration license has rolled over after federal Resources Minister Keith Pitt failed to reject the
project when the license expired on 12 February.

Anthony Albanese visits Terrigal Beach with Emma McBride and other Labor MPs to say no to PEP11
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THE federal minister is now at odds with his state counterpart and joint decision maker Deputy Premier John Barilaro, who has
slammed the PEP11 project saying it has “no upside” and he will “refuse further applications to extend the life of PEP 11.”
 
Now, the Prime Minister Scott Morrison has weighed in during a recent visit to Newcastle. When questioned by a journalist, “You
don’t support it, you don’t support the extension of the license?” he replied with a flat “No.”
 
However, the risk is far from over and the silence of the Minister for Resources, Keith Pitt, is deafening.
 
The decision to extend the exploration licence now sits on his desk and awaits his decision.
 
And, while the Minister waits exploration for oil and gas can continue.
 
The real question is whether he continues to ignore the groundswell of opposition to this risky project or puts the interests of the
community, our environment and local jobs first.
 
At the peak of the pandemic, there were 36 job seekers for every job vacancy on the Coast.
 
And, as the patchy recovery continues local economies like ours built on tourism, hospitality and retail are at risk.
 
The local tourism industry was worth $692 million in 2019. It would be put at risk if exploration with the view to drill for oil and gas
offshore our coast was to go ahead.
 
While the Minister leaves our community waiting, his state and federal counterparts are now distancing themselves from oil and
gas exploration covering a 4500 square kilometre footprint just 5.5 kilometres off our coast.
 
Our precious marine environment, our Coastal way of life and tourism sector, must be protected not threatened by this risky
proposal.
 
Offshore drilling remains a threat to our environment and our economy.
 
To add your voice to stop PEP11 go to emmamcbride.com.au/stoppep11
Or write to:
The Hon Keith Pitt MP
Minister for Resources, Water and Northern Australia
PO Box 6022
House of Representatives
Parliament House
Canberra ACT 2600
Email: Minister.Pitt@industry.gov.au


